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Vibration isolationAbstract As powerful torque amplification actuators, control moment gyros (CMGs) are often
used in the attitude control of many state-of-the-art high resolution satellites. However, the distur-
bance generated by the CMGs can not only reduce the attitude stability of a satellite but also dete-
riorate the performance of optic payloads. Currently, CMG vibration isolators are widely used to
target this problem. The isolators can affect the singularity of the CMG system as they are placed
between the CMGs and the satellite bus and provide additional freedoms to the CMG system due
to their flexibility. The formulation of the output torque of a CMG is studied first considering the
dynamic imbalance of its spin rotor and then the deformation angle as a result of the isolator’s flex-
ibility is calculated. With the additional freedoms, the influence of isolator on the singularity problem
is studied and a new steering logic to escape from the singular states is proposed.
 2016 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
As powerful torque amplification actuators, control moment
gyros (CMGs) are often used in the attitude control of many
state-of-the-art high resolution satellites. However, the
disturbance generated by the CMGs, which is commonly
called the torque ripple, is transmitted to the satellite structure
and its optic payloads. Such disturbance can not only reduce
the attitude stability of the satellite but also deteriorate theperformance of its optic payloads. The agility of the high res-
olution satellite can also be affected as a longer time may be
needed to settle the vibration.
Vibrations from a spinning flywheel (reaction wheel assem-
bly, CMG) are generated in the form of axial forces and tor-
ques, in line with and about the spin axis, and also radial
forces and torques, normal to the spin axis. Sources of these
wheel disturbances are electromagnetics and electronics, such
as torque motor ripple and cogging (torque), rotor and wheel
static and dynamic imbalances (radial torques and forces), and
imperfections in the ball bearings and raceways (axial and
radial forces).1,2 Currently, CMG vibration isolators are
widely used to target this problem.3–5 Three most common
classifications of vibration isolators are passive, active and
hybrid control.6 Since the spin rotor of a CMG operates at a
fairly constant speed, the disturbance force and torque har-
monics remain relatively stationary in the frequency domain.1
Therefore, a passive isolation can meet the vibration isolation
Fig. 1 Typical model of general uni-axial CMG vibration
isolation system.
Fig. 2 Focal ‘‘ring-shaped” vibration isolation system.
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the effect of vibration isolators on the performance of CMG/
flywheel systems.7,8 However, these researches took the vibra-
tion isolator as an isolation platform with all CMGs on it and
hence the vibration isolators have no influence on the problem
of singularity.5–8 Since for many large satellites CMGs are
mounted on different parts/positions, it is often not realistic
to put all CMGs on a single vibration isolation platform,
and the vibration isolator should be provided for each individ-
ual CMG.
On the other hand, an important problem of using a CMG
system in the attitude control is the singularity.9 When all indi-
vidual CMG torque output vectors are perpendicular to the
commanded torque direction, the system is in the state of sin-
gularity. In other words, in a singular state all the output tor-
que vectors become coplanar and cannot span 3-D space.
Many steering logics were studied and developed to avoid/
escape the singular states and minimize negative effects on
the satellite in the meantime.7 The characteristics of the exist-
ing steering laws were summarized in Ref.10.
Methods for solving the singularity problem published in
literature can be classified into three categories,11 i.e., gradient
method, singularity robust (SR) inverse methods and global
avoidance methods. The gradient method relies on the null
motion, which is defined as CMG gimbal motions that gener-
ate no torque.9 However there are some singular states called
elliptic states cannot be escaped through the null motion.12
The SR inverse methods, which are based on quadratic opti-
mization, were proposed to escape from any kinds of internal
singular states while allowing the torque error.13–17 The gradi-
ent methods include path planning method, preferred gimbal
angle method, etc. However, some of them are time-
consuming or have limited angular momentum workspace.18,19
Besides, some reconfiguration steering logics7 are studied to
accommodate the situation where some of the CMGs in the
cluster fail, and hybrid steering logics20 are discussed consider-
ing both the singularity escape and torque error.
As the isolators are placed between the CMGs and the
satellite bus, their flexibility adds additional freedoms to the
CMG system. Both the vibration and singularity are trouble-
some problem for a CMG-used satellite and none of the afore-
mentioned papers presented specific conclusion on these
problems simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary to study
the influence of CMG isolators on the singularity for the pur-
poses of designing an isolator properly and avoiding negative
effects on the attitude control. For the additional freedoms
introduced by the vibration isolator’s flexibility, more impor-
tantly, a new steering logic should be developed for escaping
from singularities.
2. Modeling CMG system with isolators
2.1. Description of individual CMG isolation system
An individual CMG isolation system is composed of a single
gimbal (SG) CMG and a passive isolator, whose task is
preventing the satellite from vibratory forces or torque ripples
created by CMG and in the meantime transmitting the useful
control torque to the satellite. A uni-axial CMG isolation
system is shown in Fig. 1, where m is the mass of CMG, x
the translational motion component of CMG, c the dampingcoefficient of isolator, x0 the translational motion component
of base/satellite in x direction, k the stiffness parameter of
isolator, FEðtÞ the excitation/disturbance force, and mst the
mass of satellite. Dynamic equations of motion of this system
are
m€xþ cð _x _x0Þ þ kðx x0Þ ¼ FE ð1Þ
mst€x0 þ cð _x0  _xÞ þ kðx0  xÞ ¼ 0 ð2Þ
In the cases of CMG vibration isolation systems, the system
shown in Fig. 2 can be used. It is called focal ring shaped vibra-
tion isolation system as introduced in Ref.21. The system
model is defined as follows. It is composed of three or more
identical mounts placed at the apexes of a regular polygon
inscribed into a circle of radius r parallel to XOY plane with
its center point (G) on the Z-axis. Principal axes Z1, Z2,. . .
of all mounts are intersecting at point A on the Z-axis and
are inclined by an angle / to the XOY plane. Axes X1, X2,. . .
of all mounts are tangential to the circle. Yi (i= 1, 2, 3) is
the axis that is vertical to the Xi and Zi simultaneously. Prin-
cipal stiffness coefficients of the mounts are kX, kY and kZ,
along their respective principle axes Xi, Yi and Zi (i= 1, 2,
3). Point C.G. marked in Fig. 2 is the position of the center
of gravity of the isolated object and it coincides with the origin
O of the coordinate system. R is the distance between O and
the ith mount, and h is the inclined angle of the line connecting
O and mount.
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The pyramid array CMG system with vibration isolators used
in this paper is shown in Fig. 3. Under each of CMG, there is a
vibration isolator. Compared with the conventional pyramid
array CMG system, there exist a set of extra angular variables
ai, and ai is relative to the ith output torque axis. These addi-
tional angles are generated by the CMG output torque and the
isolator’s flexibility. They can be referred as disturbance angle,
which means the angular momentum of isolated ith CMG can
be represented as h0i. Different from the angular momentum hi
of the non-isolated system, h0i is also related to the disturbance
angle ai. With the disturbance angles, the singularity problem
of the CMG systems with isolators can be modeled.
The total angular momentum of the pyramid CMG system
with isolator is given by
H0 ¼ h01ðx1; a1Þ þ h02ðx2; a2Þ þ h03ðx3; a3Þ þ h04ðx4; a4Þ ð3Þ
where h0iðxi; aiÞ is the angular momentum of the ith CMG, and
xi the rotation angle of h
0
iðxi; aiÞ about the gimbal axis giðaiÞ,
which is shown in Fig. 3. Without loss of generality, h0i and
gi are assumed to be unit vectors. In Eq. (3), an important dif-
ference from the system without vibration isolators is that both
the angular momentum and the gimbal axis vector are the
function of the disturbance angle. In this way, the influence
of isolator’s flexibility on the performance and behavior of
the CMG system can be investigated.
For the pyramid array with skew angle of
b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ b4 ¼ b, the angular momentum of the first
CMG can be represented asFig. 3 Pyramid array of four SGCMGs and vibration isolators.
H0ðx1; x2; x3; x4; a1; a2; a3; a4Þ ¼ h01ðx1; a1Þ þ h02ðx2; a2Þ þ h03ðx3; a3Þ þ
¼
 sin x1 cos b a1 sin b cos x2 þ sinx3 cos bþ
cos x1  sin x2 cosb a2 sinb cos x3 þ sinx4 c
sin x1 sinb a1 cos bþ sin x2 sinb a2 cos bþ sin x3 sinb a3
2
64h01ðx1; a1Þ ¼
 sin x1 cos b cos a1  sinb sin a1
cos x1 cos a1
sinx1 sin b cos a1  cos b sin a1
2
64
3
75 ð4Þ
in the satellite fixed coordinate.
For a well dynamically balanced CMG, a1 can be a small
angle, and hence there exist relations sin a1  a1 and
cos a1  1: With these two relations, Eq. (4) can be simplified as
h01ðx1; a1Þ ¼
 sin x1 cos b a1 sin b
cos x1
sinx1 sin b a1 cosb
2
64
3
75 ð5Þ
Similarly, there are
h02ðx2; a2Þ ¼
 cos x2
 sin x2 cos b a2 sin b
sinx2 sin b a2 cosb
2
64
3
75 ð6Þ
h03ðx3; a3Þ ¼
sinx3 cos bþ a3 sinb
 cos x3
sinx3 sin b a3 cosb
2
64
3
75 ð7Þ
h04ðx4; a4Þ ¼
cosx4
sinx4 cos bþ a4 sinb
sinx4 sin b a4 cosb
2
64
3
75 ð8Þ
Then Eq. (3) can be rewritten ash04ðx4; a4Þ
a3 sinbþ cosx4
os bþ a4 sinb
cos bþ sin x4 sinb a4 cos b
3
75 ð9Þ3. Disturbance angle calculation
In contrast with the conventional pyramid CMG system, the
system with isolators has the disturbance input caused by the
CMG ripple and isolator’s flexibility. This section will mainly
discuss the disturbance angle ai.
Before deriving the equations of ai, it is assumed that
the coupling of the translational motion and rotational
motion of the CMG system can be neglected, and only
the pure rotation is studied. The moments of inertia of
the gimbal frame structures are neglected here, which is a
widely applied assumption in the study of CMGs systems
and is accurate for typical CMG/spacecraft configurations.22
In the derivation, the well-known Euler’s equations of
motion are used and the base (fixed to the satellite) of
the CMG isolator is assumed being stationary. When con-
sidering the motion of the satellite, the derivation procedure
is similar.
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The coordinate systems describing rotation of the ith CMG
with isolator are sketched in Fig. 4, where Oxbybzb is the base
coordinate system, OxGyGzG is fixed to the spin rotor, and
Ox1y1z1 and Oxwywzw are the transient coordinate systems
which do not participate in the spin rotation of the CMG.
It has the following procedure to realize the rotation from
Oxbybzb to OxGyGzG.
Oxbybzb!
c
zb ;z1
Ox1y1z1 !
a
y1 ;yw
Oxwywzw !
R
X dt
xw;xG
OxGyGzG
That is, the coordinate OxGyGzG is obtained by rotating
Oxbybzb by an angle c about zb axis, and by an angle a about
y1 axis, and then by an angle
R
X dt about xw axis. The axis
below the arrow is the axis of the rotation and the angle above
the arrow is the corresponding rotation angle. Among them,
xw axis is conjunction with the CMG angular momentum, zb
axis is conjunction with the initial gimbal axis, c represents
the gimbal angle of the CMG, a is the disturbance angle to
be solved and X is the magnitude of angular velocity of the
spin rotor. Three unit vectors ib, jb, kb are along the three axes
of coordinate Oxbybzb, respectively. The unit vectors i1, j1, k1,
iw, jw, kw, iG, jG, kG are defined in the same way.
The direction cosine matrices from Ox1y1z1 to Oxwywzw
and from Oxbybzb to Oxwywzw are
Cxwx1 ¼
cos a 0 sin a
0 1 0
 sin a 0 cos a
2
64
3
75 ð10Þ
Cxwxb ¼Cx1xbCxwx1 ¼
cosc  sinc 0
sinc cosc 0
0 0 1
2
64
3
75
cosa 0 sina
0 1 0
sina 0 cosa
2
64
3
75
¼
cosacosc sinc sinacosc
cosasinc cosc sina sinc
 sina 0 cosa
2
64
3
75
ð11Þ
Then with the assumption that the Oxbybzb is stationary,
angular velocities of the coordinate systems can be expressed
asFig. 4 Rotation of the ith CMG with isolator.Ox1y1z1 : x1 ¼ _ck1 ¼ _c sin aiw þ _c cos akw ð12Þ
Oxwywzw : xw ¼ _ck1 þ _ajw ¼ _c sin aiw þ _ajw þ _c cos akw ð13Þ
OxGyGzG : xG ¼ _ck1 þ _ajw þ Xiw
¼ ð _c sin aþ XÞiw þ _ajw þ _c cos akw ð14Þ
Let
_c sin a ¼ xx; _a ¼ xy; _c cos a ¼ xz ð15Þ3.2. Without considering rotor imbalance
Before the derivation, it is necessary to review the famous
Euler’s equations of motion for describing the rotational
motion of a rigid body as it will be used later. An Oxyz
coordinate system is used as the reference coordinate, which
is generally not fixed on the rigid body. Using the Newton–
Euler formulation and the transport theorem, the rotational
equation in term of Oxyz becomes
_HðOÞ þ ~xðOÞ1 HðOÞ ¼MðOÞ ð16Þ
where the superscript (O) represents the reference coordinate.
Or in the column vector form,
f _Hg þ ½~x1fHg ¼ fMg ð17Þ
where
fHg ¼
Hx
Hy
Hz
2
64
3
75
½~x1 ¼
0 x1z x1y
x1z 0 x1x
x1y x1x 0
2
64
3
75
fMg ¼
Mx
My
Mz
2
64
3
75
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð18Þ
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17) and separating x, y and z
components yield the following equations.
_Hx þ x1yHz  x1zHy ¼ Mx ð19aÞ
_Hy þ x1zHx  x1xHz ¼ My ð19bÞ
_Hz þ x1xHy  x1yHx ¼ Mz ð19cÞ
Eqs. (19a)–(19c) are the general form of the Euler’s equa-
tions of motion and they also have a simple form if the refer-
ence axes are selected as the principal axes.
When the rotor imbalance of the CMG is not taken into
account, the principal centroidal moments of inertia of the spin
rotor are Aw, Bw and Cw (Bw ¼ Cw), respectively. Then the
expression of the angular momentum of the spin rotor has a
form of
HG ¼ Awðxx þ XÞiw þ Bwxyjw þ Cwxzkw ð20Þ
Selecting the OxGyGzG as the reference coordinate and
introducing Eq. (20) into Eq. (19a), there is
Aw
dðxx þ XÞ
dt
¼Mx ð21Þ
Fig. 5 CMG with static imbalance.
242 Y. Cui, G. ZhengwhereMx is the sum of the external torque and constraint tor-
que in x direction.
If using Oxwywzw as the reference coordinate and substitut-
ing Eq. (20) and Bw ¼ Cw into Eq. (19b), there is
Bw _xy þ Aw _c cos aðxx þ XÞ  Bw _c sin axz ¼ My ð22Þ
whereMy is the external torque provided by the isolator and in
the Oxwywzw it has a simple form as
My ¼ kaa ð23Þ
where ka is the stiffness of isolator.
Combining Eqs. (14) and (22) with Eq. (23) yields,
Bw€aþ Aw _c cos aðxx þ XÞ  Bw _c2 sin a cos a ¼ kaa ð24Þ
Assuming small motions and approximating cos a by 1 and
sin a by a, Eq. (24) can be simplified as
Bw€aþ Aw _cðxx þ XÞ  Bw _c2a ¼ kaa ð25Þ
In Eq. (21), under the condition of ideal constraint, there is
Mx ¼ 0 ð26Þ
Then
xx þ X ¼ x0 ð27Þ
where x0 is a constant.
Introducing Eq. (27) into to Eq. (25), there is
Bw€aþ ka  Bw _c2
 
a ¼ Aw _cx0 ð28Þ
Eq. (28) can be written as
M€aþ Ka ¼ F ð29Þ
where
M ¼ Bw; K ¼ ka  Bw _c2; F ¼ Aw _cx0 ð30Þ
Let
y ¼ aþ F
K
ð31Þ
Eq. (29) is equivalent to
M€yþ Ky ¼ 0 ð32Þ
Notice that compared with the isolation stiffness ka, Bw _c2 is
relatively small, so it is reasonable to treatK as a constant value.
Then there is
y ¼ _yð0Þ
xn
sinðxntÞ þ yð0Þ cosðxntÞ ð33Þ
where
x2n ¼
K
M
ð34Þ
When given the initial condition,
að0Þ ¼ 0 rad and _að0Þ ¼ 0 rad=s ð35Þ
the disturbance angle a has the following solution
a ¼ F
K
cosðxntÞ  F
K
¼ Aw _cx0
ka  Bw _c2 cos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka  Bw _c2
Bw
s
t
 !
 Aw _cx0
ka  Bw _c2 ð36ÞHere the frequency of oscillation is
xn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka  Bw _c2
Bw
s
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka
Bw
 _c2
s
ð37Þ3.3. With consideration of rotor imbalance
An approach to calculate the disturbance angle considering the
imbalance of spin rotor is developed in this section. Note that
except for the spin rotor, the gimbal servo system of the CMG
also generates random disturbances due to gimbal friction and
motor ripple. However, the disturbances are at higher frequen-
cies and with much smaller amplitudes than those induced by
the rotary flywheel.1
Generally the rotor imbalance is classified into two cate-
gories, which are static imbalance and dynamic imbalance.
They are defined as follows.23
(1) Static imbalance: when the imbalanced masses ms all lie
in a single plane, the resultant imbalance is a single
radial force F s.
(2) Dynamic imbalance: when the imbalance md appears in
more than one plane, the resultant is a force and a rock-
ing moment Md, which is referred to as dynamic
imbalance.
The static and dynamic imbalance models of the CMG spin
rotor are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In both Figs. 5
and 6, the spin rotor of the CMG rotates at Xi and the gimbal
rate is _ci. The distance between ms and the center of mass Oi is
represented as rs and that between md s along the axis xi is rep-
resented as hd.
The dynamic imbalance will be considered in this section.
For the ith CMG with dynamic imbalance shown in Fig. 6,
there exists dynamic imbalance in the spin rotor, which gener-
ates the product of inertia in the xiOizi plane, and the orienta-
tion of the angular momentum vector is not in conjunction
with the spin axis any more.
Then the inertia matrix of the CMG can be expressed as
Fig. 6 CMG with dynamic imbalance.
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Jxx Jxz
Jyy
Jxz Jzz
2
64
3
75 ð38Þ
where Jxx, Jyy, Jzz and Jxz are the components of the inertia
tensor.
The angular momentum of the CMG is
HG ¼ JxG ð39Þ
Introducing Eq. (39) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (38), there is
HG ¼ JxG ¼
Jxx Jxz
Jyy
Jxz Jzz
2
64
3
75
_c sin aþ X
_a
_c cos a
2
64
3
75
¼
Jxxð _c sin aþ XÞ  Jxz _c cos a
Jyy _a
Jxzð _c sin aþ XÞ þ Jzz _c cos a
2
64
3
75
ð40Þ
Selecting the OxGyGzG as the reference coordinate and
introducing Eq. (40) into Eq. (19a) gives
d½Jxxð _c sin aþ XÞ  Jxz _c cos a
dt
þ _a Jxz _c sin að½ þXÞ þ Jzz _c cos a  _c cos a  Jyy _a
¼ Mx ð41Þ
With Oxwywzw as the reference coordinate and substituting
Eq. (41) into Eq. (19b) yields
Jyy€aþ _c cos a Jxxð _c sin aþ XÞ  Jxz _c cos a½ 
 _c sin a Jxz½ ð _c sin aþXÞ þ Jzz _c cos a ¼ My ð42Þ
Due to the small angle assumption of a, we have
Jyy€aþ _c Jxxð _caþXÞJxz _c½  _ca Jxzð _caþXÞþJzz _c½  ¼My
ð43Þ
By neglecting a2, Eq. (43) can be further simplified as
Jyy€aþ _c2Jxxaþ Jxx _cX Jxz _c2 þ Jxz _caX Jzz _c2a ¼ My ð44Þ
With relation Eq. (23), Eq. (44) can be rewritten as
Jyy€aþ Jxx _c2 þ Jxz _cX Jzz _c2 þ ka
 
a ¼ Jxz _c2  Jxx _cX ð45ÞSimilar to the balanced state, when the initial state að0Þ ¼ 0
rad, _að0Þ ¼ 0 rad/s,
a ¼ F
K
cosðxntÞ  F
K
¼ ðJxz _c
2  Jxx _cXÞ
Jxx _c2 þ Jxz _cX Jzz _c2 þ ka
 cos
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Jxx _c2 þ Jxz _cX Jzz _c2 þ ka
Jyy
s
t
 !
þ Jxz _c
2  Jxx _cX
Jxx _c2 þ Jxz _cX Jzz _c2 þ ka ð46Þ
The oscillation frequency of the Eq. (46) is
xn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Jxx _c2 þ Jxz _cX Jzz _c2 þ ka
Jyy
s
ð47Þ
where Jxz is the product of inertia of spin rotor and it has a
random value.3.4. Summary
It can be seen from Eqs. (36) and (46) that in both the balanced
state and imbalanced state, the disturbance angle has the
formulation of
a ¼ An cosðxntÞ þ An ð48Þ
where An is the amplitude of the oscillation. Then the time
derivative of the disturbance angle is
_a ¼ Anxn sinðxntÞ ð49Þ
It can be seen from Eq. (49) that the amplitude of _a increases
with the increase of the oscillation frequency xn. From
Eqs. (37) and (47), it can also be observed that increasing the
stiffness ka of the isolator results in the increase of the oscilla-
tion frequency xn. That is to say, when the stiffness ka becomes
larger, the oscillation amplitude of _a also becomes larger. This
conclusion is important for the singularity escape of CMG
isolation system, which will be presented in the next section.
When the spin rotor is balanced, parameters An and xn are
determinable. While in the imbalanced states they are random
as the product of inertia of spin rotor is random.
It should bementioned here that the derivation fromEq. (48)
toEq. (49) is based on the assumption that both Jxz (orBw ¼ Cw)
and _c are small terms so that xn has the same order as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka
Jyy
s
or
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka
Bw
r
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka
Cw
r 
. In this way, xn can be approximately con-
sidered as constant. Moreover, Eqs. (46)–(49) are based on the
condition of zero initial disturbance, i.e. að0Þ ¼ 0 rad and
_að0Þ ¼ 0 rad/s. In the non-zero initial states, i.e. _að0Þ–0 rad/s,
Eq. (44) can bewritten in the following initial phase related form
as
y ¼ sin xntþ arctan yð0Þxn
_yð0Þ
 
ð50Þ
or a ¼ sin xntþ arctan
að0Þ þ F
K
 
xn
_að0Þ
 
 F
K
 
244 Y. Cui, G. Zheng4. Singularity escape of CMG isolation system
In this section, the disturbance angle rate _a is considered and
assumed to be the form of Eq. (49) when studying the singular-
ity escape of CMG isolation system.
In the proposed system, the time derivative of the angular
momentum is represented as
_H ¼ @H
@x
_xþ @H
@a
_a ð51Þ
where the second term is the result of bringing in the distur-
bance angles, and_H ¼ _Hx _Hy _Hz
	 
T
; _x ¼ _x1 _x2 _x3 _x4½ T; _a ¼ da1dt da2dt da3dt da4dt
	 
T
oH
ox ¼
@Hx
@x1
@Hx
@x2
@Hx
@x3
@Hx
@x4
@Hy
@x1
@Hy
@x2
@Hy
@x3
@Hy
@x4
@Hz
@x1
@Hz
@x2
@Hz
@x3
@Hz
@x4
2
664
3
775 ¼
 cos b cos x1 sin x2 cos b cosx3  sin x4
 sin x1  cos b cos x2 sin x3 cos b cosx4
sin b cos x1 sinb sinx2 sin b cos x3 sin b cos x4
2
64
3
75
oH
oa ¼
@Hx
@a1
@Hx
@a2
@Hx
@a3
@Hx
@a4
@Hy
@a1
@Hy
@a2
@Hy
@a3
@Hy
@a4
@Hz
@a1
@Hz
@a2
@Hz
@a3
@Hz
@a4
2
664
3
775 ¼
 sinb 0 sin b 0
0  sinb 0 sinb
 cos b  cos b  cos b  cos b
2
64
3
75
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:Let the Jacobian matrices be
@H
@x
¼ A and @H
@a
¼ B, then
Eq. (51) can be rewritten as
_H ¼ A _xþ B _a ð52Þ
Note that in the conventional pyramid CMG system, there
is only the first term, i.e., _H ¼ A _x. Wie9 introduced steering
logic based on mixed two-norm and least-square optimization.
Each column vector of matrix B is a unit vector, which is anti-
parallel with the normalized gimbal-axis vector
giði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ. This is a singularity avoidance without consid-
ering the disturbance caused by CMG and isolator, so modifi-
cation should be made for the CMG system with the isolators.
Moreover, one can see from the Eq. (52) that matrix A does
not contain the disturbance angle a and B is a constant matrix
only related to the skew angle b. Therefore, the singularities of
A are the same as those of the conventional CMGs without
isolators, and B has no problem of singularities.
In the proposed system, the actual output torque vector u
becomes
_H ¼ u ¼ A _xþ B _a ð53Þ
Then
A _x ¼ u B _a ð54Þ
Since there exists torque error caused by singularity or dis-
turbance, the torque error is defined as follow. When the com-
manded torque s is given, there is
e ¼ A _xþ B _a s ¼ A _x ðs B _aÞ ð55Þ
In this way, the torque derived from a and its derivative can
be regarded as the disturbance which can be compensated by
the gimbal motion.Then the steering law design for CMGs with isolators is
degenerated into the problem for conventional CMGs without
isolators.9 The singularity problem can be generally described
by the following mixed two-norm and least squares minimiza-
tion problem
min
_x
ðeTPeþ _xTQ _xÞ
¼ min
_x
½A _x ðs B _aÞTP½A _x ðs B _aÞ þ _xTQ _x
n o
ð56Þ
where P and Q are weighting matrixes and they should be
properly chosen.
The solution of this problem is_x ¼ Aðs B _aÞ ð57Þ
where
A ¼ Q1AT AQ1AT þ P1 1 ð58Þ
and P and Q are positive definite matrices and can ensure the
non-singularity of the matrix AQ1AT þ P1.
Notice that when escaping from singularity states with the
presented steering logic, P and Q should be appropriately
selected to ensure that the resulted torque error is acceptable
for the dynamic system of a satellite. For more details about
the selection of P and Q, see Ref.9.
Returning to the differential equation Eq. (52), one can see
that the equation relates the time derivative of the system
angular momentum to the gimbal rates _x as well as the time
derivative of the disturbance angles _a. Between _x and _a, _x is
the controllable variable which can be calculated with the
proposed steering logic, while _a is a stochastic variable created
by the isolator’s flexibility. Thus, when magnitude of _a is too
large, the system cannot be controlled only by _x. Furthermore,
it is known from the vibration theory that transient vibration
of high frequency decays more quickly than the vibration of
low frequency if there exists damping.
5. Numerical examples
Numerical examples are presented in this section to examine
the singularity avoidance logic of CMG isolation system,
which is given by Eq. (57), and to show the influences of the
isolator on the singularity and the torque error. The time
derivative of disturbance angle _ai is presented in Eq. (49),
and the disturbance’s oscillation frequency xn related to isola-
tor stiffness ka is presented in Eqs. (37) and (47), respectively.
Fig. 8 Time derivative of ai (15.92 Hz).
Table 1 Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
N 4
b () 53.13
xð0Þ (rad) ½p=2; 0; p=2; 0T
_xð0Þ (rad/s) ½0; 0; 0; 0T
að0Þ (rad) ½0; 0; 0; 0T
_að0Þ (rad/s) ½0; 0; 0; 0T
Bw (or Jyy) (kgm2) 0.1
P1
k
1 e e
e 1 e
e e 1
2
4
3
5
Q1 1 k k k
k 1 k k
k k 1 k
k k k 1
2
664
3
775
k 0.00001
e 0.1
An (rad) 0.001
s (Nm) ½ 1 0 0 T
Fig. 7 Oscillation frequency as a function of isolation stiffness.
Singularity problem of control moment gyro cluster with vibration isolators 245A typical pyramid CMG system with isolators is used for the
numerical simulation. Table 1 represents the parameters used
in the numerical simulation.
Notice that in Eqs. (37) and (47),
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka=Bw
p
(
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka=Jyy
p
in
Eq. (47)) is much larger than other terms and xn is
approximately equal to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka=Bw
p
(
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ka=Jyy
p
in Eq. (47)). This
relationship is presented in Fig. 7. If selecting the isolation
stiffness as 1000 Nm/rad, the corresponding oscillation
frequency is 100 rad/s (15.92 Hz), as shown in Fig. 7. In this
case the time derivative of ai (Eq. (49)) is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 shows singularity simulation results for the proposed
system.
Fig. 9(a) illustrates the singularity avoidance performance of
the system with proposed steering logic, and Fig. 9(c) is the tor-
que error presented in Eq. (55). It can be seen fromFig. 9(a) that
the system can successfully escape the singularity during
0–2.21 s. Fig. 9(a) also shows that the torque errors of the system
are small during this time interval. From the simulation result
one can see that the proposed steering logic can be used to escape
from the internal elliptic singularities, which are troublesome
problems when using steering logics based on the pseudoinverse
method. From Fig. 9, one can also see that the system encountersFig. 9 Singularity simulation resa different singular state x ¼ ½p=2; p; p=2; 0 T rad at
2.21 s and then cannot escape this singular state permanently.
Because in this singular state, angular momentum of all
SGCMGs reaches the maximum value in x direction of the
satellite, which is the direction of the demanded torque
½1; 0; 0T Nm. This is a reason why it is necessary to add extra
degree of freedoms to the CMG system, such as variable-
speed CMG (VSCMG) and double-gimbal CMG (DGCMG).ults for the proposed system.
Fig. 10 Total output torque of CMGs.
Fig. 12 Relationship between escape time and oscillation
frequency xn.
Fig. 13 Time history of gimbal angles starting from zero-initial
values.
246 Y. Cui, G. ZhengFig. 10 is the total output torque ofCMGsduring the singularity
escape.
The maximum value of torque error at different oscillation
frequencies was plotted as a function of time in Fig. 11. Five
hundred simulations were made to test the performance of
the proposed steering logic. Oscillation amplitude An was ran-
domized between 0 and 0.001 rad and the initial singular case
was selected as ½p=2; 0; p=2; 0T rad. Monte Carlo simulation
results show that the torque error of system is large near singu-
larity and small otherwise.
An important parameter when designing the CMG isolator
is the isolation stiffness, or in other words, the isolation fre-
quency. The relationship between the singular state escape
time and oscillation frequency xn was plotted in Fig. 12, which
further indicates the relationship between the escape time and
the isolation stiffness or isolation frequency. The simulation
result shows that there is no direct influence of oscillation fre-
quency on the singularity escape time, which means there is no
influence of isolation stiffness/frequency on the singularity
escape time.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the time of encounter-
ing the saturation singularity is also influenced by the initial
gimbal angles. For example, when the initial state is chosen
as x0 ¼ ½0; 0; 0; 0T rad, which is the same initial state as the
conventional CMGs without isolators in Ref.9, and xn is
selected as 200 rad/s; the time history of gimbal angle is shownFig. 11 Torque errors at diffein Fig. 13. The system encounters the elliptic singular state
x ¼ ½p=2; 0; p=2; 0T rad at 1.227 s and encounters the satu-
ration singular state x ¼ ½p=2; p;p=2; 0T rad at 3.63 s,
while in the first simulation the system encounters the singular
state x ¼ ½p=2; p;p=2; 0T rad at 2.21 s.rent oscillation frequencies.
Singularity problem of control moment gyro cluster with vibration isolators 2476. Conclusions
In this paper, it is found that the flexibility of the isolator and
control moment gyro’s dynamic imbalance can lead to the
uncertainty of the angular momentum direction and then
affect the singularity problem of the control moment gyro
system.
(1) In the study, firstly the formulation of the output torque
of a control moment gyro is observed closely with con-
sidering the dynamic imbalance of its spin rotor, and
then the deformation angle as a result of the isolator’s
flexibility is calculated.
(2) With the additional freedoms added by the isolators’
flexibility, the total angular momentum formulation of
the typical pyramid control moment gyro system with
vibration isolators is established. This formulation is
used to study the influences of isolators on the singular-
ity problem.
(3) It shows that the disturbance angle does not directly
affect the conventional Jacobian matrix A, however does
add another Jacobian matrix B, which is related to the
rate of the disturbance angle.
(4) With this extra Jacobian matrix, a new steering logic is
suggested in the present paper, which can be considered
as a modification to the steering logic for the conven-
tional control moment gyro system.
(5) Numerical simulation results indicate that the proposed
steering logic performs well when system encounters the
internal elliptic singularities, which are troublesome
problems when using steering logics based on the
pseudo-inverse method. The simulation also shows that
the isolation stiffness has no influence on the singularity
escape time. The numerical results also indicate that the
torque error of the system is large near the singularity
but otherwise small.
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